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Abstract. Let D be the quaternion division algebra over a real closed field F . Then

every non-constant polynomial in a skew-polynomial ring D[t;σ, δ] decomposes into a

product of linear factors, and thus has a zero. This improves [8, Theorem 2].

Introduction

We use the notation of [8]. In particular, let F be a real closed field, that is, a formally
real field such that every polynomial of odd degree with coefficients in F has at least one
root in F , and for every element a ∈ F there is b ∈ F such that a = b2 or a = −b2.
Equivalently, F is a real closed field if it is not algebraically closed but if the field extension
F (
√
−1) is algebraically closed. Then every division algebra over F has dimension 1, 2, 4

or 8 and up to isomorphism, there are exactly three associative division algebras over F ,
one each of dimension 1, 2, and 4 (cf. [1], [5]). Let D be the quaternion division algebra
over F , σ an injective ring homomorphism of D and δ a σ-derivation. After a linear change
of variables, the skew-polynomial ring D[t;σ, δ] is either a twisted polynomial ring or a
differential polynomial ring [3, Theorem 1.1.21]. For the special case that σ = id and δ = 0,
we obtain the usual ring of left polynomials D[t] = D[t; id, 0], often also denoted DL[t] (cf.
Gordon and Motzkin [2]).

Generalizing a result by Jimenez and Pérez-Izquierdo [4, Proposition 3], we can improve
[8, Theorem 2] and show that every non-constant polynomial in D[t;σ, δ] decomposes into
a product of linear factors, and thus has a zero.

For the elementary proof, we employ the nonassociative algebras Sf defined by Petit [7].

1. The Factorization Theorem

Proposition 1. (i) Let F be a field of characteristic not 2 and D a quaternion division
algebra over F . Suppose that any quadratic quaternionic equation

t2 + tb− a = 0, a, b ∈ D, a 6= 0

has a non-zero solution. Then there are no eight-dimensional nonassociative division alge-
bras over F with two associative nuclei (left, middle or right) isomorphic to D.
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(ii) Let F be a real closed field and D the quaternion division algebra over F . Then there
are no eight-dimensional nonassociative division algebras over F with two associative nuclei
(left, middle or right) isomorphic to D.

Proof. (i) The proof is analogous to the one given for [4, Proposition 3].
(ii) If F is a real closed field, an equation of the type t2 + tb−a = 0, a, b ∈ D, a 6= 0 always
has a non-zero solution [6]. �

Using the result quoted above, we are able to improve [8, Theorem 2]:

Theorem 2. (Factorization Theorem) Let D be the quaternion division algebra over a
real closed field. Then every polynomial f ∈ D[t;σ, δ] decomposes into a product of linear
polynomials. In particular, f(t) has a root.
(ii) If σ is a ring automorphism and f = p1 · · · ps = p′1 · · · p′t are two such decompositions,
then s = t and there is a permutation π ∈ Ss such that

p′π(i) ∼ pi

for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ s.

Proof. (i) By [8, Theorem 2], every polynomial f ∈ D[t;σ, δ] of degree m > 2 decomposes
into a product of linear or quadratic irreducible polynomials. No irreducible quadratic
polynomial is a two-sided element in D[t;σ, δ].

If f is an irreducible quadratic polynomial, then Sf must be a division algebra over F
of dimension 8 and hence is nonassociative with Nucl(Sf ) = Nucm(Sf ) = D, contradiction
Proposition 1.

In particular, f(t) has a root in D: for f(t) = g(t)(at−b), f(a−1b) = g(a−1b)(aa−1b−b) =
0.
(ii) By [3, Theorem 1.2.9], this decomposition is unique up to a permutation of the factors
and similarity. �
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